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that keep Australia moving.
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The VTA Priority Report is a quarterly
publication. We would welcome editorial
contributions from industry sources.
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THE VTA IS PLEASED TO ACKNOWLEDGE THE FOLLOWING NEW SPONSORS AND MEMBERS
•
•
•
•

DSE Trucks
Eve-Trans Kyneton Pty Ltd
Feldmans Waste Management
Onsite Recruitment Pty Ltd

•
•
•
•

Pacific Metals Group
Southern Plant Hire Pty Ltd
Urban Service Solutions Pty Ltd
P2 Group
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•
•

DriveRisk Australasia
Hunt & Hunt Lawyers

Winter has proven itself to
be another busy season for
the VTA and the broader
transport industry within
which we all operate, and
I’m pleased to report it’s
been another productive
and successful quarter for
your Association.
In this issue we review all the activity
and advocacy work the VTA has
been engaged in, over a period
which is typically marked by frantic
preparations for the Australian
Freight Industry Awards, which are
being finalised as Priority Report
goes to print.
We look forward to reviewing all the
highlights from the freight industry’s
night of nights in Spring issue, set
for publication in late November.
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Our feature event during the Winter
quarter was a special cocktail
reception at Victoria’s Parliament
House where over 100 VTA
members and their guests met with
Premier Daniel Anderson.
The Premier’s remarks are reported
at length in this issue, but it would
be remiss of me to not acknowledge
and thank the Premier for pledging
$4 million from a re-elected
Andrews Labor Government to the
VTA and other heavy vehicle groups
to cover training 800 new drivers
over the next four years.
We are all aware of the driver
shortages facing the industry, which
VTA CEO Peter Anderson reports
on at length in this issue of Priority
Report.
The pledge from the Premier is
welcome recognition of the success
of the VTA Driver Delivery program,
which recently graduated its 50th
driver, and is now well on its way to
delivering the targets agreed with
the Victorian Government.
The coming months in Victoria will
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be especially busy as politicians
return to the polls in late November
for a state election. The VTA will
be advocating loudly for the key
requirements of freight operators
to make their businesses more
productive and efficient.
We will certainly be communicating
frequently with members over the
industry to ensure they are aware
of various election commitments
made by the major parties, and the
implications for our industry.
We are already encouraged that
both major parties have committed
to building the North East Link,
and with construction of the West
Gate Tunnel underway, and the
Opposition committed to seeing
that important connection with
the Port of Melbourne through
should it win government, transport
infrastructure will clearly feature
prominently in the election.
The Liberal National Opposition has
reassured us of their support for
infrastructure projects advocated
by the VTA at our recent policy
briefing lunch, and it is common
knowledge that connecting the
Eastern Freeway with CityLink
remains a priority for them.
Away from politics the Winter
quarter marked a buy period of
engagement for the VTA with
regional members, with around 120
attending regional forums held in
Portland, Geelong, Albury and Sale
in July.

National Heavy Vehicle Regulator.
VicRoads is undergoing significant
changes which should reflect
positively on the heavy vehicle
industry. Michael Malouf was
recently named as new CEO of
VicRoads and VTA CEO has already
established direct contact with
Michael to ensure the interests of
members are factored into planning
and decision making.
Another notable VicRoads
appointment was Paul Northey
as Chief Regional Roads Officer,
with responsibility for the newly
established Regional Roads Victoria,
the VicRoads body that will oversee
significant improvements to roads in
regional Victoria.
The VTA wishes Michael and Paul
every success in their new roles.
In my last Priority Report column,
I reported on the Association’s
ongoing work with and support of
Whitelion. I’d like to thank you all
very sincerely for your contributions
to the annual Lock Up event, where
we raised around $8,000.
I hope you enjoy this issue of Priority
Report and I wish you and your
business every success for the
remainder of the year.

The deliberations of the forums are
reported on in Priority Report, and
it is encouraging that we continue
to receive such strong interest from
regional freight operators, who are
so important for the industry and
the broader Victorian economy.
The condition of regional roads was
a major point of discussion, so it
was most helpful to have VicRoads
represented at the forums, along
with Worksafe Victoria and the

Cameron Dunn
President
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PETER ANDERSON COMMENTARY

CEO’S REPORT

CEO’S REPORT
MORE ROADS NEEDED
We are certainly going
through some exciting
times in Australia with
respect to the investment
and commitment by local,
state and Commonwealth
governments to the
building of new transport
infrastructure.
The interest and growth in building
roads, rail, ports and more efficient
airport access has never been
greater, which is encouraging in
the context of unprecedented
population growth and the
associated doubling of the freight
task expected over the next decade.
It has finally dawned on legislators
that Australians are fed up with
crippling congestion on our roads,
and that there are votes to be
had by those prepared to do more
to ease congestion by providing
greater public transport options,
and by improving existing, and
building new, road infrastructure.
Australia is scheduled to be
spending $17 billion dollars a
year by 2020 on major transport
infrastructure development and this
will continue over the proceeding
five years.
While in Victoria we have
historically, ‘dragged our heels’ over
the past 10 years on infrastructure
development, we are now in
boom times when it comes to
infrastructure spending.
Finally, there are emerging
signs of consensus between the
Commonwealth and Victorian
governments on joint spending
to get the state with the fastestgrowing population and economy
moving, and this positive pivot
towards better state/federal
relations must continue regardless
of the outcomes of impending
elections.
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The VTA has welcomed the
Victorian government’s release
of the Victorian Freight Plan, and
with it the establishment of Freight
Victoria as the co-ordination
agency for delivering the Plan and
ensuring Victoria retains the mantle
as the freight capital of Australia.
Freight Victoria and the Victorian
Freight Plan is about creating
greater efficiency and productivity
in supply chains which impacts
every part of the economy and is
fundamental for job creation and
growth, which is what we need to
be prosperous.

of billions of dollars. Such sizable
projects all require money and
financial commitment.
Governments and the taxpayers
that fund them can only do so
much, which is where private
enterprise will increasingly take on
a share of the financial burdens.
While the taxpayer and industry will
always end up ultimately paying,
the vision and commitment to
build must be encouraged and
supported.

The roads of the future we need in
Victoria are pivotal to the plan, as
are further investments in rail and
ports. A key part of the plan is to
shift more freight onto rail through
the creation of new inland freight
terminals and a freight precinct
adjacent to the Port of Melbourne.

An example of this is in the
development of Melbourne’s
West Gate Tunnel and Sydney’s
WestConnex. These are two
essential projects that will see
enormous productivity gains
for freight operators and the
broader economy, and amenity
and environmental improvements
for residents in and around the
communities the projects impact.

These are precisely the kind of
greater intermodal transport
solutions the VTA has been
advocating for, with the emphasis
on rail freight integration thereby
alleviating congestion on our roads.

With private enterprises partnering
with state governments, projects
of this size and scale can become
viable significantly quicker
than if they were sponsored by
governments alone.

More emphasis on rail freight does
not translate into less emphasis
on road freight because as I have
long said, ships and trains carry
freight but only trucks deliver. So,
road freight operators should also
welcome the plan.

The Victorian Transport Association
supports and applauds the
approach of state governments
and private road operators like
Transurban have taken in leading
the development of major transport
networks.

As an industry we must encourage
and applaud this attitude towards
providing for the future economy
and productivity. Any new road is a
good rood in the context of soaring
consumer demand for goods, and
intermodal connectivity with rail
and sea must also be encouraged
and developed.

For our economy and industry to
benefit from the roads and other
transport infrastructure we need
to support our growing community
with private enterprise a vital
part of the equation, and their
involvement is wholeheartedly
endorsed by the VTA.

Inevitably the conversation will
pivot towards funding models for
the implementation of multiple and
concurrent projects worth tens

Peter Anderson
Chief Executive Officer

I’m pleased to report
considerable progress
has been made by the
VTA secretariat over the
winter quarter on a wide
range of issues that impact
operators on a national
and state level.
While many of these issues are
covered at considerable length
in this issue of Priority Report,
it’s worth mentioning we have
had significant success with two
key issues that continue to put
pressure on operators from a cost
and productivity perspective.
The VTA has run a focussed
campaign to highlight the impact
of skilled driver shortages on
operators, with our efforts
rewarded in the form of
considerable media exposure
reporting on how such shortages
pose risks for the broader Victorian
economy.
With unprecedented building and
construction activity happening
around the state, demand for
skilled drivers has never been
higher.
Through our diligent advocacy,
governments are very much
alert to the risks this poses, as
evidenced by the welcome election
announcement by the Victorian
Government to help the VTA train
800 new drivers over the next
four years. The Opposition is also
aware of the challenges posed
by driver shortages and we have
every reason to believe they
will provide support for training
and education, were they to win
government.
Road infrastructure is another
area where we have been
vocally agitating for change and
improvement. Put simply, we
need more roads, as I argue for at

length on the page opposite.
Governments around Australia
are certainly waking up to this, as
evidenced by an unprecedented
infrastructure building program
happening throughout the country,
especially in Victoria and New
South Wales.
Unsolicited bids by private road
operators has led to projects
worth a combined $16 billion
now underway in the form of
WestConnnex in Sydney and the
West Gate Tunnel in Melbourne.
The role of private road operators
in building infrastructure has
naturally been the subject of
much discussion and debate
in view of their need to recover
costs through the application
of tolls. Our position is that
private road operators will be
essential for building the new
road infrastructure we need to
transport the growing freight
task of the future. Safeguards to
protect transport operators from
unfair and potentially inequitable
toll rates should rightly be
enshrined in future contracts.

with it more and more freight
being transported around our
communities.
I’d also like to add my
congratulations to Lisa Barker,
who we celebrate in this issue
of Priority Report as the 50th
candidate to complete our Driver
Delivery skilled driver program.
Our efforts to encourage greater
participation rates among women
in our industry are well-known, and
Lisa joins a growing list of women
and men that are considering a
career in transport as a lifelong
profession.
The VTA and our training partner
Armstrongs are continuing to
accept applicants to the program
and if you are an employer looking
for a reliable and skilled driver to
join your team, contact the VTA to
find out how we can help.
I commend this issue of Priority
Report to you and look forward to
seeing you at one of our upcoming
events.

Commuter rail has also benefitted
from significant funding
announcements, which the VTA
wholeheartedly endorses. Every
car that is taken off the roads
through greater patronage by
public transport makes our road
network much more productive for
road freight operators.
In this respect, the visionary
project announced by the Victorian
Government to build a $50 billion
rail network around Melbourne is
good news for the freight industry.
Of course, the business case for
such an expensive project needs
to be made, but this is precisely
the kind of long-term thinking we
need to address the needs of a
growing city and population, and

Peter Anderson
Chief Executive Officer
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VTCA COMMITTEE REPORTS

VTA COMMITTEE REPORTS

The VTA exists to help
its members to be more
productive, profitable and
successful. It needs to
add value, be an ‘effective
voice’ by representing and
advocating for its members
on many of the key issues
faced by the transport
and logistics industry. The
VTA also understands and
acknowledges that people are
a business’s most important
asset, so that it is in every
business’s interest to train,
educate and retain its people.
I take this opportunity to report upon
some of the key outcomes delivered
to date by the respective subcommittees and other Secretariat
projects. In early 2018, the Technology
Group in conjunction with Seeing
Machines conducted a very informative
workshop which focused upon
technology and road safety. The
recent August workshop provided an
update on EWDs, as well as a special
presentation by Transport Certification
Australia (TCA) which covered: the
national telematics framework; on
board mass weighing systems; rest
area mapping and the IAP. The key
takeaway message was that while
there are terrific technologies available,
businesses must do their homework
to ensure that their current and future
requirements are addressed.
In 2018, the People Group activities
have been committed to an
overarching theme of developing
positive workplace cultures and that
it makes good business sense. In late
July, a well-attended workshop was
conducted at the VTA which examined:
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the key elements involved in developing
and implementing a positive workplace
culture; the essential leadership
qualities; and two case studies were
also presented. The success of the
workshop was very much a product of
the commitment, passion and real life
experiences shared by the presenters
and a special thankyou goes to Jason
Connor (CC Containers) and to Steve
Nailer (Secon Freight Logistics).
As reported in the previous edition,
given the significant infrastructure
projects on the way or in the pipeline,
the VTA Earthmovers Group is
beginning to gain traction for our
members in this sector of the industry.
It is a perfect example of where the
members need a ‘voice’, especially
when dealing with the many issues
associated with government and
non-government projects, as well
as to changes to the Owner Drivers
and Forestry Contractors Act and
Chain of Responsibility (CoR). The
VTA acknowledges this sector needs
a multi-faceted strategy to address
the current issues and it is also in the
process of implementing this strategy
at several levels. It is another example
of the VTA effectively representing
and advocating for its members. The
issue of CoR and Safe Management
Systems is also front and centre for this
Group, along with all our members.
The General Freight Committee is
focused upon all the above mentioned
issues and the development of policy
positions that influence government,
regulatory outcomes affecting the
efficient, competitive and sustainable
movement of general freight
movement in Victoria and nationally.
The issue of congestion has also been
a very significant topic and will continue
to be a burning issue for this Group.
The Long Distance Group continues
to advocate and support raising
awareness of heavy vehicles by other
road users, and most importantly, for
recruiting Heavy Vehicle drivers and
investigating Heavy Vehicle licensing
requirements. I take this opportunity
to thank Chris Pearce for chairing this
Group over the past two years and

wish him every success in his future
projects.
After securing government funding,
the VTA embarked upon an ambitious
education and training project in
2017/18. It involved three programs:
Transition to Transport; Driver Delivery
and the Cadetship program.
Each program had its specific
objectives and I am pleased to report
that the VTA has met all required
milestones and within budget. The
VTA is very committed to continuing
to provide high quality training for the
transport and logistics industry to
bring new people to the road transport
industry, job-ready with the necessary
skills to be immediately placed in the
workforce. These positive outcomes
have been the result of the efforts
between the VTA team, the services
providers and effective communication
with our members.
It is has also set the platform to
continue to deliver such programs
as the Cadetship Program and the
Driver Delivery Program in 2019 and
it provides the additional impetus
and evidence to drive future changes
to heavy vehicle driver training and
assessment.

the Port Precinct is completed with as
much industry input as possible

captures data for the 2018 calendar
year and is a representation of
the queuing times undertaken by
transport operators at the Swanson
Dock, as well as, Webb Dock.

Truck Turnaround Times
(TTT) Project for Swanson
Dock

Source: Truck turnaround times
are calculated once arrival at the

The (TTT) outlined in this graph

docks commences through transport
operators’ on-board GPS, and in line
with their booked collection time.

Greg Cain
Industry Services Manager

2017
Terminal

Jan-17

Feb-17

Mar-17

Apr-17

May-17

Jun-17

Jul-17

Aug-17

Sep-17

Oct-17

Nov-17

Dec-17

YTD Ave

West
Swanson
(DPW)

67.1

66.7

72.6

63.7

65.9

59.2

60.8

68.1

63.3

59.5

64.6

70.8

65.2

East
Swanson
(Patrick)

41.1

37.9

40.9

43.2

40.8

39.0

40.4

40.5

38.4

41.2

43.0

40.9

40.6

38.8

39.0

35.7

40.9

39.4

37.8

33.0

51.6

39.5

Webb
Dock
(VICT)
2018
Terminal

Jan-18

Feb-18

Mar-18

Apr-18

May-18

Jun-18

West
Swanson
(DPW)

58.6

74.1

48.0

55.2

56.4

58.9

Jul-18

Aug-18

Sep-18

Oct-18

Nov-18

Dec-18

58.5

YTD Ave

East
Swanson
(Patrick)

41.6

43.9

47.7

43.7

42.7

46.1

44.3

Webb Dock
(VICT)

46.9

42.5

42.4

44.3

51.2

47.0

45.7

Source: TTT’s are calculated once arrival at the docks commences through transport operators’ on-board GPS, and in line with their booked collection time.

Melbourne Ports TTT Analysis – 2017 and YTD 2018

Whilst still on education and training,
the VTA recognises the need and
importance of ensuring that members
are well prepared for the associated
changes relating to HVNL Chain of
Responsibility and the need to have
an effective Safety Management
System in place. The VTA will continue
to provide such workshops for its
members.
The Wharf Carrier Group has been
active in several important areas. The
ongoing working group with DP World
is seeing some real improvements
in efficiency and shows what can be
achieved when differing sectors work
together. Working with WorkSafe and
RTOs the VTA has created a transition
path into the new RS Licence for Reach
Stacker operators in Victoria. We have
also been very vocal with the Port of
Melbourne and VicRoads in assisting
the changes to the road network within
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VWMA REPORT

IR REPORT

FOCUS ON REDUCING THE HEAT
OF FIRE RISK AND INSURANCE COSTS

According to a policy impact
statement released by the
Victorian Government, the
waste and resource recovery
industry has about 15 fires
a year (136 between 2008
and 2017 according to CFA/
MFB call out data) and it was
a large-scale fire in July 2017
that’s seen the government
respond swiftly by releasing
an interim waste policy and
stockpiling guideline.
However, this single fire - or the
operator - is not to blame for the
monthly fires plaguing the sector.
The factors that contribute to these
fires are complicated and we mostly
know the root causes. Fire risk
management is the responsibility of
operators and while the government
agencies also have a role to play, so
too does our Association.
On 13 July 2017, a fire began at
SKM Recycling’s Coolaroo resource
recovery facility. During the fire
nearby residents were evacuated
from their homes, four people
were hospitalised, and 12 others
required medical attention. At the
height of the fire, the Metropolitan
Fire Brigade (MFB) and Country
Fire Authority (CFA) deployed
approximately 54 appliances
and 160 firefighters working with
emergency service partners. Efforts
to bring the fire under control
and finally extinguish it required
activities at the site for 24 hours a
day over 20 days.

When we bundle up the emergency
cost, business interruption, clean-up
costs and the health impacts to the
community, the SKM event is costed
at more than $111 million. The monthly
fires popping up over the state don’t
all come in at this cost, but the above
price tag is unacceptable even if it
only arises once every few years.
The SKM fire has been a catalyst for
government, but it’s also contributed
to a wave of other issues impacting
the sector, including rising insurance
costs.
VWMA members have reported
financial increases of between 200
per cent to 400 per cent on insurance
premiums since last year and this
is primarily due to fires, but also
other factors. At the recent VWMA
State Conference we heard from Dr
Allan Manning, who was directed to
us by the RSM Group. Dr Manning,
whose many areas of expertise at
the LMI Group include loss and risk
management, spoke about the issues
currently impacting insurance for
the sector but also spoke about the
power of the sector combining to
tackle these challenges together.
The VWMA has been engaged
with legal firms, training providers
and the RSM Group to craft a path
forward with the types of services the
Association could provide members
to help them tackle rising insurance
costs.
Our focus will be looking to develop
a package of work around four core
areas that you’ll be hearing more
about in coming months:
• Training, tools and resources to

10
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identify, quantify and manage
fire risk
• Legal support to understand gaps
in compliance and set out a path
forward for non-compliant sites
(in an increasingly complicated
regulatory environment)
• General information, workshops
and webinars on current and
emerging threats and challenges
• Communication and engagement
with stakeholders outside
the sector (such as landlords,
government, financing bodies,
insurance companies) letting
‘others’ know what the sector is
doing to tackle these challenges
and start to change perceptions of
how we are dealing with them
The VWMA has been engaged with
other state associations and related
national associations flagging our
intent to start this work and have
been broadly supported. It will be
great to see Victoria take a leadership
role in this space for our members
and the sector.
Although financial considerations
may be driving operator interest in
this space, we need to take action
as monthly fires that have the
potential to cost the State upwards
of $100 million aren’t sustainable and
damaging to the reputation of the
sector.
If you’d like to know more on what
we’re doing, please make contact.

Mark Smith
VWMA Executive Officer

FAMILY AND DOMESTIC
VIOLENCE LEAVE DECISION

A Full Bench of the Fair
Work Commission (FWC) has
issued a decision finalising
the content of a model term
for unpaid leave to deal with
family and domestic violence
leave (FDVL). This model
term will be inserted into all
modern awards, including
the road transport awards.
These new provisions start
from the first pay period on
or after 1 August 2018.
The decision is available at:
https://www.fwc.gov.au/
documents/decisionssigned/
html/2018fwcfb3936.htm
The Full Bench decided to provide
five days’ unpaid leave per annum
to all employees (including casuals)
experiencing family and domestic
violence. It was also decided that
such leave will be available in the
event that an employee needs to do
something to deal with the impact
of the family and domestic violence
and it is impractical for them to do
that thing outside their ordinary
hours of work.
The Full Bench considered a number
of matters relating to access to the
entitlement to five days’ unpaid
leave, and decided that the unpaid
leave entitlement:
• will apply to all employees
(including casuals) and
• will be available in full at the
commencement of each 12 month
period rather than accruing

progressively during a year of
service;
• will not accumulate from year to
year, and
• will be available in full to part-time
and casual employees (i.e., not
pro-rated)
[Note that a period of leave to
deal with family and domestic
violence may be less than a day by
agreement between the employee
and the employer. The employer
and employee may agree that the
employee may take more than five
days’ unpaid leave to deal with
a family and domestic violence
matter.]
Further, the Full Bench also decided
not to require employees to access
any available paid leave entitlement
before accessing unpaid family and
domestic violence leave. The time an
employee is on unpaid leave to deal
with family and domestic violence
does not count as service and does
not break the employee’s continuity
of service.

Definitions
Family and domestic violence means
violent, threatening or other abusive
behaviour by a family member of
an employee that seeks to coerce
or control the employee and that
causes them harm or to be fearful.

Family member means:
(i) a spouse, de facto partner
(including a former spouse or
de facto partner), child, parent,
grandparent, grandchild or sibling of

the employee; or
(ii) a child, parent, grandparent,
grandchild or sibling of a spouse or
de facto partner of the employee; or
(iii) a person related to the employee
according to Aboriginal or Torres
Strait Islander kinship rules.
Notice, evidence and confidentiality
Under the FDVL clause, an employee
must give their employer notice
of the taking of leave as soon as
practicable (which might be a time
after leave has started) and must
advise the period or expected length
of leave. They must provide evidence
that the leave is genuine and will
have employer confidentiality unless
disclosure is required by Australian
law deemed necessary to protect
the life, health or safety of the
employee or another person.

Paul Ryan
VTA Industrial Relations Advisor
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NEWS

NEWS

PREMIER PLEDGES $4 MILLION
FOR HEAVY VEHICLE DRIVER TRAINING

FREIGHT VICTORIA VITAL
FOR ECONOMIC PROSPERITY

Victorian Premier Daniel
Andrews has pledged $4
million in funding to cover the
training of 800 new heavy
vehicle drivers in partnership
with the Victorian
Transport Association and
others, should the Labor
government he leads be reelected at the November
state election.

Victoria’s mantle as the
nation’s freight capital
would be enhanced with the
proposed establishment of
Freight Victoria as the coordinated agency delivering
the Victorian Freight Plan as
announced by the Victorian
Government.

The Premier made the
announcement at a VTA reception
held at Parliament House attended
by more than 100 VTA members
and supporters (see page 14), where
he also outlined how transport
infrastructure projects of the scale
his Government has instituted
needed to become “the new norm”
for industry participants to achieve

the efficiency and productivity they
need to be successful.
In welcoming this news, VTA Chief
Executive Officer Peter Anderson
said the VTA has been strongly
advocating for some time on heavy
vehicle training and reforms to
licensing as a further mechanism for
attracting new people to the industry
and addressing the shortage of skills
and drivers that are impeding many
operators.
“In partnership with the Victorian
Government, the VTA has now
provided intensive training for well
over 60 new drivers through our
Driver Delivery Program (see page
17), which has also been instrumental
in putting these drivers into jobs in
transport,” Mr Anderson said.
“The $4 million the Premier has
announced should his Government

be returned will go a long way
towards addressing this shortage,
with 800 new highly-skilled and
professional drivers over four years
becoming a welcome addition to
the pool of drivers our industry
desperately needs to service the
growing freight task,” he said.
Mr Anderson said it is an exciting time
to be working in transport in Victoria.
“Our industry is about people, freight
and the economy that drives the
standard of living we all enjoy,” he
said.
“While over the years at times, as
an industry, we have felt left behind,
there is now a real focus on our
industry and we are encouraged by
new infrastructure, a new industry
specific department in Freight
Victoria, and an economy that is
going from strength to strength.”

CONGESTION
A CONTRACTUAL CONSEQUENCE
The Victorian Transport
Association is urging its
membership and the
broader freight and logistics
industry to ensure the
financial impacts of rampant
congestion are being
factored into contractual
arrangements with new and
existing customers.
VTA Chief Executive Officer Peter
Anderson said spiralling congestion
costs in the form of higher fuel
and maintenance charges and
productivity losses from vehicles
and drivers idling in traffic had the
potential to cripple operators that did
not factor its consequences into their
models.
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“For operators, congestion has
required a total re-think of how they
address efficiently the meeting of the
freight task because of the enormous
disruption to vehicle scheduling it has
created,” Mr Anderson said.
“The days of schedulers accurately
forecasting travel times are long
gone due to more vehicles being on
the roads, delays from concurrent
construction and infrastructure
projects, and changes to work
patterns that has thrown the
traditional nine-five work day out the
window.”
Mr Anderson said peak traffic is now
the norm rather than the exception,
and with the population growing at
unprecedented rates, this is unlikely to
change.

“Longer travel times caused by
congestion translates to much higher
operating costs and productivity
losses for freight operators. This
is evident in the higher cost per
kilometre operators are experiencing
across their fleets, as well as reduced
capacity to earn revenue from
vehicles idling in traffic instead of
moving and delivering freight,” he
said.
In Victoria, the volume of repair and
development happening on the road
network has never been greater
with concurrent works on the M1
and M80, and new projects like the
West Gate Tunnel, Metro Tunnel
and level crossing removals taking
shape. Fifty-one major road projects
within metropolitan Melbourne are
dramatically impacting travel times.

The Plan, released by Roads and
Ports Minister Luke Donnellan and
Public Transport Minister Jacinta
Allan, has been constructed over
many months in close consultation
with various transport industry
stakeholders, including the VTA.

than just freight,” Mr Anderson said.
“It is about creating greater efficiency
and productivity in supply chains
which impacts every part of the
economy and is fundamental for job
creation and growth, which is what we
need to be prosperous.
“Throughout the development of the
Victorian Freight Plan the VTA has
been encouraging the government
to establish a dedicated authority for
freight, so we are encouraged that
Freight Victoria has been created
as a central point of contact for the
industry.

VTA Chief Executive Officer, Peter
Anderson said that under the Plan,
Freight Victoria would deliver many
long-term economic benefist for the
state.

“With so many things happening
in our industry from a regulatory,
legislative and infrastructure
perspective, it has never been more
important that the unique needs of
operators are factored in early in the
decision-making,” he said.

“Freight Victoria and the Plan it is
tasked with delivering is about more

Called Delivering the Goods, the Plan
aims to increase Victoria’s gross

product by $40 billion by 2040 and
shift more freight onto rail through
the creation of new inland freight
terminals and a freight precinct
adjacent to the Port of Melbourne.
“The VTA has long been advocating
for greater intermodal transport
solutions and the emphasis on rail
freight is a good thing because it will
help to alleviate congestion on our
roads, which is a significant issue for
road freight operators in and around
Melbourne,” Mr Anderson said.
“More emphasis on rail freight does
not translate into less emphasis on
road freight because as I have long
said, ships and trains carry freight but
only trucks deliver. So, road freight
operators should welcome the Plan.”
Other aspects of the Victorian Freight
Plan include the business case for the
Western Interstate Freight Terminal,
an extension of the Mode Shift
Incentive Scheme.

OPPOSITION VOW
ON TOLL ROAD USE
The VTA has applauded
the state Opposition’s
commitment to encourage
toll road operators to
provide discounts and other
incentives for operators
using toll roads, should it be
successful at the November
24 state election.
In welcoming this promise, VTA Chief
Executive Officer Peter Anderson
said toll imposts were increasingly
becoming a significant cost factor
for the freight and logistics industry.
“As an industry group, the VTA
has been advocating for similar

incentives to encourage heavy
vehicles to use the bigger toll roads,
and we’ve had some recent wins
with Transurban offering a night
time discount for trucks on CityLink,
as well as committing to a range
of discounts when the West Gate
Tunnel is built,” Mr Anderson.

“We are encouraged that both the
Government and the Opposition
are recognising the importance
of the transport industry to the
health of the economy through
their announcement of policies
and other measures to improve
productivity for freight operators.

“Heavy vehicle tolls are
disproportionally higher than tolls for
other vehicle classifications, which
contributes to higher operating
costs for operators, so it’s only fair
that freight operators be offered
incentives for frequent toll road use,
especially when curfews and bans
are being applied to alternative
roads.

“As we are seeing with
WestConnex in Sydney and the
West Gate Tunnel in Melbourne,
private enterprises partnering
with the government on expensive
new projects is becoming
the model for funding new
infrastructure, which the VTA
wholeheartedly embraces,” Mr
Anderson said.
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NIGHT WITH PREMIER

PREMIER EVENT PRAISEWORTHY
unprecedented road and rail
infrastructure being built across the
state, the needs of the freight and
logistics sector are a priority for state
and federal legislators.”
The Premier’s attendance at this
event follows a succession of senior
government ministers addressing
VTA events, including Treasurer Tim
Pallas, Roads and Ports Minister Luke
Donnellan, and Industrial Relations
Minister Natale Hutchins.
In wide-ranging remarks, the Premier
discussed how over four years his
government had invested in major
transport infrastructure projects
needed to handle unprecedented
population growth, such as the
Metro Tunnel, West Gate Tunnel and
a capital works program that was
maintaining and building new roads
throughout regional Victoria, funded
largely by the $9 billion lease of
the Port of Melbourne. He also recommitted to putting the North East
Link out to market within 100 days of
a re-elected Labor government.

Victorian Premier Daniel Andrews
addressed more than 100 VTA guests
at Parliament House in Melbourne.

The Victorian Transport
Association was delighted
to have the state Premier,
Daniel Andrews meet
recently with members,
sponsors, associates and
other stakeholders from the
freight and logistics sector.

and its members and supporters
to outline initiatives either in place
or under consideration by the
Victorian Government to ensure
Victoria retains its mantle as the
freight capital of Australia,” Mr
Anderson said.
“With the Victorian Freight
Plan recently announced, and

The Premier also discussed his
government’s investment in TAFE
programs to help equip the next
generation of workers with skills
needed by the state’s growing
economy, stating that partnering with
groups like the VTA was essential
to overcome the specific challenges
faced by industry sectors.

VTA Industrial Relations Advisor Paul Ryan (far left) with (l-r)
Paul Walsh (Australian Industry Standards), Andrew Eastick (TNT
Express) and Robert Adams (Australian Industry Standards).

Krishna Baswa (Oceania Imex)
and Scot Taylor (Pacific National)
at Parliament House.
Among the more than 100 VTA guests to
meet the Premier were Mike Lean (DRW
Investments, left) with event sponsor
SG Fleet’s Keith Cormican (centre) and
Fraser Moore.

Past and present VTA office-bearers (l-r) Brendan Hopley, Dennis
Ryan and Philip Lovel, AM were among the guests at Parliament
House for the meeting with Premier Daniel Andrews.

Victorian Minister for Roads, Ports and Road Safety Luke
Donnellan (left) met with SG Fleet’s Carlo Beltrame during the
evening with Premier Daniel Andrews at Parliament House.
Victorian Transport Association Chief Executive
Officer Peter Anderson (right) congratulates state
Premier Daniel Andrews on his address and ongoing
commitment to the transport industry.

The event, sponsored by SG
Fleet, was held in the Members
Dining Room at Parliament House
and justifiably attracted strong
representation from within our
industry.
VTA Chief Executive Officer Peter
Anderson said the Association
has cultivated a positive working
relationship with the Victorian
Government to help advance the
interests of members and the
broader freight and logistics industry.
“We were delighted the Premier
had agreed to meet with the VTA
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VTA guests mingle at Parliament House
ahead of the address by Victoria Premier
Daniel Andrews.
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HEAVY VEHICLE LICENSING

DRIVER DELIVERY PROGRAM

HEAVY VEHICLE
LICENSING
Victorian infrastructure
projects worth over $30
billion that are underway
or being planned could be
at risk from a shortage
of suitably qualified and
trained heavy vehicle drivers
needed during construction.
Projects requiring extensive
tunnelling like the Metro Tunnel, West
Gate Tunnel and the North-East
Link will need at least 600 extra tiptruck drivers to move thousands of
tonnes of excavated rubble, on top
of the hundreds of drivers required
to deliver concrete and other building
materials.
Around 1.8 million cubic metres of
soil and rock is being excavated
for the Metro Tunnel project alone,
creating an additional 438,000 truck
movements through Melbourne over
four years of digging.
The VTA has thrown its support
behind these projects but is
concerned under-trained drivers
who may not understand road rules
and national heavy vehicle laws will
fill the shortage.

This has prompted our renewed
calls for a review of the state’s heavy
vehicle licensing processes in a bid to
improve skills and training, lift safety
standards and attract young drivers
to the industry.
As an industry, we need urgent
reform to our heavy vehicle licensing
system to improve qualifications
and safety standards through the
introduction of skills-based training,
that will embed the necessary
competencies and capabilities into
drivers.
Such measures will help reduce the
shortage of drivers by attracting
young people to the industry who
are looking for a career in a safe
and attractive workplace as a
professional truck driver.
Under the current system the bar
has been set too low for getting a
heavy vehicle driver licence, and we
have genuine concerns licences are
being issued to drivers who do not
have the necessary skills and abilities
to safely operate larger trucks that
are increasingly complex.
Improvements to our heavy vehicle
licensing system could by modelled

MILESTONE MUM
READY TO DRIVE
on the subsidised intensive eight-day
course the VTA runs in conjunction
with Armstrongs Driver Training that
provides over 60 hours of training,
mentoring and behind the-wheel
experience to new drivers (see
graduate story page 17).
A major focus for the VTA – and
indeed other transport industry
groups – is promoting a culture of
professionalism to help attract young
people to a rewarding and lifelong
career in transport.
With so much infrastructure planned
and being built in residential areas,
people rightly expect that truck
drivers working in their communities
have the skills needed to safely
navigate the roads.
The VTA looks forward to working
constructively with other industry
groups that share our concerns on
this important issue and will continue
to agitate legislators and regulators
for the licensing reforms we need to
maintain exceptional standards for
drivers.

Peter Anderson
Chief Executive Officer

Melbourne woman Lisa
Barker (pictured right) is
geared to hit the road with
heavy vehicle control any
time soon after becoming
the 50th graduate of
the VTA Driver Delivery
Program.
Lisa has obtained her heavy vehicle
driver’s licence after undertaking
the course, which is conducted by
the VTA through funding from the
Victorian Government and run
in conjunction with training from
Armstrongs Driver Education and
job opportunities through Logical
Staffing Solutions.
The Driver Delivery Program is an
intensive, eight-day course that
guides participants through safety
requirements, fatigue management,
advanced skills and chain of
responsibility. Other educational
requirements include occupational
health and safety, load restraint,
driver attitude, risk reduction
techniques and road craft.
The training load, conducted by
Armstrongs from its Thomastown
base, encompasses a solid
60 hours in which it delivers a
qualification in either heavy rigid
synchromesh or heavy combination
standards.
Lisa, a Lilydale mother with two
children, is thrilled to have acquired
her licence and is excited about the
prospect of being employed in the
transport and logistics industry.
“This was a fantastic experience
and has helped me to develop the
knowledge and skills of the heavy
vehicle industry,” Lisa said.
“I had previously held a heavy rigid
non-syncro licence but was forced
to forego a job opportunity at that
time and recently learnt that there
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was a shortage of heavy rigid work,
but a lot for heavy combinations, so
I applied for this course.
“At Armstrongs, I got to drive all
three of its heavy vehicles. It was
good to get my licence in the nonsynchro Freightliner, but also to
have the opportunity to drive the
auto Freightliner and auto Kenworth
as they are all different to drive.
“There were differences in
dimensions, power, clutch control,
mirror positioning and front, so
you had to make adjustments and
it was great to get to drive these
various heavy vehicles.”
Lisa said she was fortunate to have
one-on-one training at Armstrongs
with tuition of just over eight days
and was surprised at the depth
of experience it offered licence
candidates.
“I did some country driving and a lot
of inner-city driving, so it was good
to experience the different driving
scenarios as most tend to use the
same area when you have your
licence testing,” Lisa said.
“Armstrongs went above and beyond
by including truck stops and had

me reversing vehicles in and out of
spots and around other trucks. This
was particularly helpful as it would
be something I would need to come
across when driving and knowing
how to navigate that.
“After gaining my heavy vehicle
licence I now have great confidence
in getting out onto the road. My
resume has been submitted
to potential employers and my
preference would be for them to be
one of the VTA partners.”
VTA Chief Executive Officer Peter
Anderson and Industry Services
Manager Greg Cain were among
those to congratulate Lisa on
becoming the 50th of 60 graduates
to so far complete the course.
“The VTA Driver Delivery
Program promotes a culture of
professionalism to help attract
young people like Lisa to a rewarding
and lifelong career in transport,” Mr
Anderson said.
“With ABS Labour Force Survey data
suggesting nearly half the workforce
in the industry will be 65 years old or
above within 10 years, our urgency of
attracting young, skilled people into
the industry has never been greater.”
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POLICY BRIEFING OF OPPOSITION

REGIONAL FORUMS

POLICY BRIEFING
OF OPPOSITION

SAFER, PRODUCTIVE OPERATIONS
PROMOTED STATEWIDE

The Victorian Transport
Association was privileged to
host key Victorian Coalition
MPs at an Opposition Policy
Briefing discussion with
invited industry guests from
within the VTA.

Victoria’s regional freight
and logistics operators had
the opportunity to express
their views whilst being
updated on important
regulatory and safety
matters during forums
conducted by the VTA
in July.

The lunch in Sofitel’s Bay View Room
at No 35 Restaurant was attended
by the Deputy Liberal Party Leader
and Shadow Minister for Roads,
Infrastructure, Ports and Freight,
David Hodgett, the Shadow Minister
for Planning, Public Transport and
Equality, David Davis, and Shadow
Minister for the Environment, Nick
Wakeling.
The working lunch provided VTA
senior members with the opportunity
to update the Opposition members
on issues most important to our
industry.
In a state election year whereby
some focus will centre on transport,
planning and environment, it was
an ideal occasion for our members
to engage with ministers of the
alternative Victorian government.

James Mackie of JOST Australia (l)
in conversation with David Hodgett.

Victorian MPs Nick Wakeling (left), David
Hodgett (second left) and David Davis
(second right) were among the guests.

The VTA hosted the free sessions
in four significant transport hubs at
Portland, Geelong, Albury-Wodonga
and Sale.
Each event was held in conjunction
with other state federal industry
stakeholders including WorkSafe
Victoria, VicRoads and the National
Heavy Vehicle Regulator.
Along with the VTA’s Chief Executive
Officer Peter Anderson, their key
speakers provided important
information to help operators
run safer and more productive
businesses.
“The regional forums are a great

Tony Cuda, of TWUSUPER, addresses
guests at the VTA Regional Forum
breakfast.

way for the VTA and vital road
and workplace health and safety
agencies to get together and
update rural freight operators with
information that can help them
to run safer and more productive
operations,” Mr Anderson said.
“Regional operators are a vital cog in
Victorian and national supply chains

and cover thousands of kilometres
every year to help keep our economy
ticking over and facilitating national
and international trade.
“It’s important they have the same
access to information as city-based
freight operators which is why the
VTA Regional Forums are such
an effective way of meeting and
networking with rural movers of
freight,” he said.
The VTA hosted light breakfasts at
each of the rural centres and had
invited local residents to the twohour information sessions for them
to better understand the impacts
of goods movement within their
communities.
“The freight industry is very conscious
that it has a role to play in improving
and maintaining community amenity
which is why we were keen to hear the
concerns of residents and educate
them on the challenges of freight
operators,” Mr Anderson said.

Political advisor Daniel Weir and
Kartaway pair James Whelan and Chris
Ryan were participants.
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Attendees came from far and wide
for the VTA Regional Forums.

“As an Association we are focused
on creating harmony between all
road users and the forums are an
effective way of establishing dialogue
amongst all the stakeholders.”
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NETWORKING EVENING

NEWCOMERS WELCOMED
TO OUR NETWORK
The VTA welcomed new
members, sponsors and
supporters among the nearly
50 people to have attended
the networking evening at
The Emerald Hotel, South
Melbourne in July.
It was encouraging that the event,
sponsored by TWUSUPER, attracted
many existing industry participants to
mingle with those new to the VTA fold.

The VTA’s Deborah Hogg (l) with Gary Wheatley from
Daimler tand Logical’s Caroline Taylor.

The VTA Relationship Manager, Kevin
Halpin continued his role as Master
of Ceremonies and acknowledging
the individual companies and their
representatives, while welcomes were
also made by VTA President Cameron
Dunn and CEO, Peter Anderson.
TWUSUPER’s Member and Employer
Services Manager, Tony Cuda
also explained his organisation’s
involvement with the transport and
logistics sector.

TWUSUPER’s Tony Cuda (left) and Garysonline’s Mark
Respondek at the VTA New Members Networking Night.

Fitzpatrick and Co Insurance Brokers’ Jonathan Fitzgerald
(left) held discussion with TWUSUPER Tony Cuda (centre)
and Bruce McMenamin from HLB Mann Judd.

Enjoying the camaraderie of the networking night were
(l-r) VTA Industry Services Manager Greg Cain, the NTI’s
Vanessa Rice and Dennis Ryan, of Ryans Transport.
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VTA President Cameron Dunn (left) welcomed Fleetmark
trio (second l-r) Nick Beardsley, Alf Defazio and Lee
Pritchard to the networking function.
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VTA EVENTS

VIVA ENERGY

‘INMATES’ BAILED,
ALL FOR CHARITY

KEEPING THE TRANSPORT
INDUSTRY ON THE ROAD
With a rapidly growing
network of truckfriendly service stations
and unmanned sites
strategically located along
major truck routes, Viva
Energy is helping road
transport businesses
optimise their scheduling
to be more productive.

VTA President Cameron Dunn (centre
front in orange) awaited his fate in this
muster at Whitelion’s Bail Out event.

‘Inmates’ were attired in prison garb
as they made their pleas for bail to be
released from the Old Melbourne Goal.

The VTA President,
Cameron Dunn was
fingerprinted, locked up
behind bars and placed in
a prison uniform recently but all for a good cause.
Cameron joined other business
executives, sportspeople and
celebrities by participating in
the annual Bail Out fundraiser
at the Old Melbourne Gaol for
Whitelion, a charity the VTA has
enthusiastically supported for
several years.
Through Cameron’s involvement,

the VTA contributed $8000 to
the Victorian fundraising tally of
more than $195,000 from the
bailed “inmates”. Nationally, the
participants raised $475,000.
Whitelion is a community
organisation that supports young
people within the youth justice
system or at-risk to help them
develop pride, courage and
opportunities to change their lives.

Respected actor and elder Uncle
Jack Charles was guest speaker
at this year’s Bail Out in Melbourne
and spoke passionately about the
work Whitelion does to support
young indigenous people.

Catering to the needs of the road
transport industry, Viva Energy’s
retail network is expanding quickly.
Seven new sites have opened in
the past few months alone, which
means more Shell service stations
are able to offer services tailored
specifically for trucks and their
drivers, such as:
• Faster refuelling with high-flow
diesel pumps
• Healthy food options
• Showers
• Laundry facilities
• Truck parking & canopies
• Driver lounges

Young people aged between
15 and 25 years old develop
improved life skills from education,
training, employment, mentors
and the community.

• Open 24/7
• Outdoor payment terminal (OPT)
technology
Keeping track of Viva Energy’s
constantly evolving network is easy,
thanks to a new online scheduling
tool called Truck Atlas.
Truck Atlas helps you find truckfriendly Shell service stations that
provide exactly the services you
want, and to download a CSV file or
PDF for your route planning system
so you can optimise your scheduling
for minimal disruption and greater
cost-effectiveness.
On the road and in the office, the
key to a successful journey is Shell
Card. Accepted at over 1,250 sites
Australia-wide, on major highways
and along the most popular
trucking routes, Shell Card makes
refuelling easy. And we’re continually
identifying opportunities where
we can provide the most strategic,
truck-friendly refuelling locations for
the nation’s fleets.
We’re continually adding more Shellbranded sites to our Shell Card
network, with many more planned

or being built. Shell Card is also
accepted at more than 250 Libertybranded service stations, providing
even greater coverage, particularly
in regional Australia.
Importantly, Shell Card makes
fuel management easy with
sophisticated online management
and reporting tools that can help
you control your operational costs
and reduce the time spent on
administration and paperwork. It
also provides your business with
a secure and efficient way to buy
Shell’s high quality fuels.
With vital services such as bulk
product delivery direct to your
depots, Viva Managed Inventory
(VMI), expert advice on tank
solutions to improve safety and
efficiency, engineering consultations
and innovations like Sign on Glass,
it’s not surprising that more and
more road transport businesses are
turning to Viva Energy.
Viva Energy can tailor an offer to
meet your needs. Call Shakeeb Khan
on (03) 8823 4897 and find out
how your business could benefit.

VTA EVENTS
CALENDAR 2018
Following is a list of programmed VTA events for 2018.
We encourage members to participate.
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November

December

12 (Monday)
Golf Day
Commonwealth Golf Club, Oakleigh South
Sponsor: TWUSUPER

07 (Friday)
VTA Christmas Lunch
MCG
Sponsors: MaxiTRANS, VIVA Energy Australia
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Actor Uncle Jack Charles addressed the Bail
Out participants on the merits of Whitelion
in its support of indigenous youth.

Busy Australian M1 Highway at peak hour.
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GUEST COLUMNIST

TYPE-APPROVED OBM SYSTEMS
JUST AROUND THE CORNER

TIME FOR VICTORIAN BUSINESSES
TO GET ‘RAIL READY’

The first type-approved OnBoard Mass (OBM) Systems
will soon become available
to Australia's freight and
logistics sector.

Victorian businesses have
never had a better time to
move freight by rail – and the
future is only looking rosier.

Often referred to as electronic weigh
scales, OBM Systems are widely
used to manage vehicle loading,
to demonstrate conformance that
mass limits are being met, to enable
higher productivity access to the road
network, and to manage loading
practices to improve road safety.
What is type-approval?
In simple terms, type-approval
involves the independent assessment
and approval of OBM Systems by
'type'.
Informed by the needs of the transport
industry, type-approval provides
greater assurance in the accuracy,
integrity and reliability of the OBM
System to manage loading and mass
compliance.
With transport operators needing
to manage commercial obligations
and Chain of Responsibility (CoR)
requirements, the need for assurance
from OBM Systems is crucial.
What does type-approval involve?
TCA type-approval is more than just
an assessment of technology.
Based on the needs of the transport
industry, TCA type-approval consists
of:
1. A
 probity and financial assessment
of OBM System providers – which
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determines the provider's ability
to deliver the level of business
continuity and in-service support
expected by transport operators.
2. Functional and technical
assessment – which determines
the capability of the OBM System
to deliver upon the requirements
contained in the OBM Functional
and Technical Specification (freely
available from TCA's website: tca@
tca.gov.au).
In recognising there can be many ways
to achieve an outcome, the functional
and technical assessment focuses on
performance outcomes. This promotes
innovation and the adoption of the
latest technologies.
What are the benefits of typeapproval?
Type-approved OBM Systems will
offer transport operators with the
ability to improve the measurement
of mass accurately, reliably and
consistently.
With the need to achieve conformance
with regulatory limits, accreditation
under the mass management
module of the National Heavy Vehicle
Accreditation Scheme (NHVAS), as
well as meeting CoR requirements,
type-approved OBM Systems help
manage the risks associated with the
measurement of mass.
Opportunities for OBM Systems to
support productivity reforms and
access to the road network
The updated Australian Standard for
bridge assessment (AS 5100.7:2017),

released in 2017, paves the way for
enhanced access arrangements to the
road network.
The update to AS 5100.7:2017 – the
national standard for assessing bridge
infrastructure, which forms part of
the national Bridge Design series
– incorporates reduced traffic load
factors for vehicles monitored through
the Intelligent Access Program (IAP)
with OBM Systems.
In short, it means that by using the IAP
and OBM Systems, road managers
can increase the mass loadings for
heavy vehicle combinations on specific
parts of the road network.
With bridges often representing
the weakest link when it comes to
establishing higher productivity access
arrangements to the network, typeapproved OBM Systems allow road
managers to 're-engineer' the use
of bridges, without needing to rely on
physical engineering upgrades (which
can often take years to occur, and are
dependent upon funding).
What next?
TCA will shortly be announcing details
of the first type-approved OBM
Systems.
If you want to keep up to date, contact
the VTA, or TCA directly on tca@tca.
gov.au.

Chris Koniditsiotis
Chief Executive Officer. Transport
Certification Australia

With Chain of Responsibility (CoR)
commitments placing high demands
on road transport and a pipeline
of new freight rail investment now
underway in Victoria, freight owners
can enjoy dramatic improvements
achieved in interstate freight reliability
over recent years, as well as get
‘rail ready’ for major new rail freight
initiatives.
Rail is delivering consistent, high freight
availability and making sure your
freight is there when you need it. This
has led to some of the biggest brands
in Australia to return to rail, including
major grocery and supermarket
chains, manufacturers and retailers.
New modes of freight are also
realising the benefits rail is offering,
with products such as cotton now
being transported by rail in volume for
the first time.
What’s really exciting is that the
Australian Government has also
committed to funding $9.3 billion
toward the Inland Rail freight project,
making it fully funded.
Industry players right across the
supply chain need to recognise this
project is happening, being fully
funded and it is real.
Construction starts on this project in
the next year and businesses need
to be preparing today to make the

most of this massive project when it is
operational.

or available in the past.

It’s a competitive advantage
businesses cannot afford to miss.

There’s a lot of energy and interest
around rail in the marketplace at the
moment.

Smart operators have already been in
touch with us to understand how they
can start planning for this opportunity
but also have been pleasantly
surprised by the varied, competitive
service offering rail provides today
when we start talking about their
current needs.

Some of the recent developments
in the rail space include rail and
logistics operators investing in new
locomotives and rolling stock, along
with associated infrastructure like
terminals, automated rail mounted
gantry cranes and RFID-based freight
tracking technology.

For example, a lot of customers
don’t know about new freight
aggregation opportunities, and some
of the innovative rail haulage models
available to customers.

We also offer curfew-free access
from Melbourne through South West
Sydney to the Port of Botany thanks
to targeted freight-dedicated rail lines
ARTC has invested in.

That’s helping shape supply chain
decisions today as customers seek to
leverage multi-modal solutions that
were possibly not known, discovered

Glen Richmond
Marketing and Business Development
Manager, Australian Rail Track
Corporation
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DAIMLER

MEMBER PROFILE

DAIMLER TRUCK AND BUS
INVESTS IN AUSTRALIAN MARKET

IN SAFE HANDS,
NATIONWIDE

Daimler Truck and Bus has
announced that Freightliner
has commenced a local
testing and development
program for the new
Cascadia truck.

Long standing VTA member
Nationwide Towing &
Transport has grown from
its Victorian roots of 58
years to become the leading
towing and transport
operator within Australia
and one dedicated to its
people, their training and
development, roadside
support and safety within
the industry.

The testing is part of a $100 million
right-hand drive development
program for Australia and New
Zealand markets, with trucks
expected to go on sale in early 2020.
The Freightliner Cascadia has been
the best-selling heavy duty truck in
its home market of the United States
since 2009.
Daimler Truck and Bus Australia
markets the Freightliner, Fuso and
Mercedes-Benz brands in Australia.
The company’s President and CEO,
Daniel Whitehead, says the large
investment in the Cascadia righthand-drive program demonstrates

a strong commitment from Daimler
Trucks North America (DTNA).

and pantechs, as well as the larger
Fighter tipper and tautliner.

“This is a massive investment that
demonstrates just how serious DTNA
is about the Freightliner brand in
Australia,” he says.

German truck and bus brand,
Mercedes-Benz, recently posted its
best month of sales.

“DTNA also understands that
an extensive local testing and
development program is critical for
the success of the new Cascadia and
has given us its full support.”
The Japanese brand Fuso has just
introduced its exciting Built Ready
range of trucks, which has generated
significant interest and sales.
The line-up includes eight different
models that can be purchased
with bodies already fitted, saving
customers from potentially long wait
times.
Built Ready models available include
Canter tippers, trays, fridge trucks

This is largely thanks to the new
generation of Mercedes-Benz
Euro 6 trucks that has struck a
chord with operators thanks to fuel
economy savings, comfort and the
latest generation safety technology
including adaptive cruise control and
an automated emergency braking
system that can even initiate braking
for pedestrians.
Mercedes-Benz has recently
introduced the third phase of its new
generation roll-out, with the new allwheel drive range. This follows the
introduction of the highway prime
mover models in late 2016 and the
arrival of the distribution-focused
rigid range last May.
The new generation all-wheel drive
models appeal to a wide range of
customers with applications that
require off-road access and extreme
robustness; with 4x4, 6x6 and 8x8
models available.
The new products from all three
brands will no doubt generate
interest at dealerships and Daimler
truck and Bus has a new dealership
facility that is sure to impress
customers.
Daimler Truck and Bus and
Automotive Holdings Group recently
opened the flagship Daimler Trucks
Laverton dealership, which was
constructed at a cost of more than
$30 million.

Daimler Truck and Bus markets the Freightliner,
Fuso and Mercedes-Benz brands and is testing a
development program for its new Cascadia truck.
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At 11,000 square metres, it is
the largest and most advanced
dealership in the Daimler Truck and
Bus network and will sell and support
Mercedes-Benz, Freightliner and
Fuso brands.

Over the past five years the business
has invested more than $30 million
in information technology, workplace
health and safety systems and
procedures, training, fleet and
quality people to ensure that it can
deliver on the requirements of its
customers.
Expanding upon this strategy,
Nationwide has also installed a
sophisticated camera system within
its fleet to ensure the safety of its
operations.
Nationwide specialises in the towing
and transportation of a variety of
vehicles from cars to trucks, boats,
caravans, buses and motorbikes,
plus plant and equipment, including
elevated work platforms, forklifts,
generators, containers and portable
buildings. It also removes vehicles
from clearways, and stores and
auctions vehicles, plant and
equipment.
The privately-owned company
started in 1960 as a towing and
roadside assistance operator for
the RACV in eastern Melbourne, but
today has a workforce of more than
500 people in Victoria, Queensland,
New South Wales and Western
Australia.
It performs around 375,000
towing jobs and 300,000 roadside
assistance jobs per annum.

including the critical element of
loading and unloading vehicles and
other items from our trucks,” Rob
said.
“The Compliance Officer can, in
real time, call our drivers and either
congratulate them on doing a good
job or help them in need.

Nationwide CEO Rob Nicholls is
proud of the skills in his workforce.

Nationwide Chief Executive Officer
Rob Nicholls said the company has
chosen a very deliberate path of
investing significantly over many
years in its people, safety, training,
quality, fleet and Information and
Communications Technology (ICT)
and have set the benchmark for the
industry.
“A large part of our success is
attributable to the company’s
sustained strategic focus and
significant capital investment
overlaid with great people that has
built a platform that provides value
to our customers,” Rob said.
”We have been very disciplined in
focusing on key functions including
recruiting great people, building an
ICT infrastructure that can deal with
the 24-7-365 nature of our business
and reinforcing WH&S process and
procedures remains a constant
focus.”
He said that since its inception
safety has been critical to the
company for all parties involved and
the initiative four years ago of an invehicle camera system to generate
footage for safety reasons has been
significant.
“We have employed a Compliance
Officer who watches a series
of screens observing the work,

“This used to be done via a physical
audit process where the Compliance
Officer would observe the driver in
the field. The cameras have seen
us increase the monitoring and
assistance from approximately 30
audits a month to around 200.”
Rob also says that the drivers are
highly skilled and that before they
get in a truck they go through an
intensive 13-day training program
addressing safety, customer
service and skill development. The
training is critical to our drivers and
customers alike.
“Like many businesses, people are
critical. Our people are experienced,
energetic and engaged which are
important characteristics in our
industry,” he said.
Senior Nationwide leaders spend
significant time in recruiting the
right people, training them, then
working with them to develop their
skills. Nationwide is very focused on
developing talent from within with 12
of its 17 senior managers developing
through the organisation.
Through its valued VTA membership,
Nationwide has participated in
many VTA training and development
courses, welcomed industry
advice on matters such as NHVR,
industrial relations and the Road
Safety Act, events and forums that
engage industry participants and
the influence the VTA brings to the
industry to lobby for better transport
outcomes for all road users and VTA
members.
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The VTA thanks the continued support of our members, sponsors and supporters that enables us to continue to work
on behalf of our members. The VTA encourages the use of these companies and their services wherever possible and
remember to mention you’re a VTA member.

TWUSUPER has been the Industry Super Fund for
people in transport and logistics since 1984, and as a
SuperStream-compliant fund, can help you meet your
super obligations. EmployerAccess and our secure
employer website provides fee-free administration
and flexible payment options for your employees’
super contributions. This includes an online clearing
house which lets you to make super payments for all
your employees, no matter which fund they belong
to. Combined with an experienced Employer Service
team to help you with day-to-day enquiries (and make
site visits to most locations), using TWUSUPER as your
business’s default super fund makes perfect sense.
Contact Tony Cuda on 0428 505 026.
www.twusuper.com.au
[Please consider the Product Disclosure Statement before you make an
investment decision (which you can obtain using these contact details). TWU
Nominees Pty Ltd ABN 67 002 835 412 is the trustee of TWU Super Fund ABN
77 343 563 307 and the issuer of interests in it].

Over the past 45 years, change has been constant in heavy
motor insurance.
The vehicles and equipment our customers rely on have
become safer, faster and cleaner. The cargoes they carry are
now more delicate and time sensitive than ever before.
At NTI, we’ve always been successful in finding new ways to
keep our customers moving.
Today, we offer premium specialist insurance products
designed to protect Australian businesses and families.
Businesses and families just like yours.
Contact Renzo Antidormi on 0408 562 515
Email renzoantidormi@nti.com.au

Viva Energy is one of Australia’s leading energy
companies. We’re proud to be Australian, proud of
our 110-year history and extremely proud of our
achievements.
We help Australians reach their destinations by making,
importing and delivering the fuels, lubricants, chemicals
and bitumen they need to get there. We’re with workers
on their daily commute and families on their school
run. We’re with industry, too, helping truck drivers move
freight across the country and machinery operators in the
mining, aviation and marine industries.
We proudly own and operate one of Australia’s four
oil refineries at Geelong in Victoria, and a nationwide
network of more than 20 fuel import terminals from
which we supply around a quarter of the country’s total
liquid fuel energy requirements.
Through an extensive network of around 1,250 Shell
branded service stations across the country, our quality
fuel and convenience is never far away.

The VTA thanks the continued support of our members, sponsors and supporters that enables us to
continue to work on behalf of our members. The VTA encourages the use of these companies and their
services wherever possible and remember to mention you’re a VTA member.

Logical Executive Solutions focuses exclusively on the
selection and placement of senior professionals, primarily at
management, middle and senior executive levels.
It maintains a dedicated focus on executive and
management appointments and is committed to enhancing
the quality and effectiveness of recruitment services to the
Transport and Logistics sector.
Contact Caroline Taylor on 03 8620 2807
www.logicalexecutive.com.au

To run a successful organisation, you need the right
support. Like a partner who challenges conventional
thinking to give you the edge. At Optus, we team
up with best-of-breed suppliers to provide tailored
solutions for freight, distribution, and logistics
clients covering everything from mobility to the next
generation networks. So,whatever your business goals,
talk to our team. We’ll work behind the scenes to help
you stay out in front.
For assistance on any of your telecommunications
needs, please contact Amit Mahajan at
amit.mahajan@optus.com.au
03 8576 2541

Contact Mairead Hayes on 03 8823 3761
Email: mairead.hayes@vivaenergy.com.au
www.vivaenergy.com.au

CMV Truck & Bus has five dealerships located in Victoria,
selling new and used Mack, UD Trucks and Volvo Trucks
and Volvo Buses, as well as CMV Finance, CMV Fleet
Leasing, CMV Fleet Management, CMV AdBlue®, service,
repair, warranty, parts and VicRoads services for new and
used trucks and buses.
CMV Truck & Bus is a division of the CMV Group, a
privately owned South Australian-based company
established in 1934. A third generation family owned
organisation, the CMV Group has grown from a staff
of five to employing more than 1,260 people, with
substantial operations in South Australia, Victoria and
Tasmania and an annual turnover in excess of $1 billion.
CMV has more than 80 years’ experience in a variety of
markets including Australia’s automotive, commercial and
agricultural industries.

The RSM Group is a licensed General Insurance Broker
founded in Victoria in 1983.
With a focus on Transport and Logistics, RSM has evolved
into one of Australia’s most dynamic independent insurance
broking houses in the industry. As a VTA Alliance Partner
for more than 10 years, RSM has a vast and in depth
understanding of the issues with which members are
continually confronted. RSM is an enthusiastic professional
team with a wide range of specialised industry knowledge
that ensures you get the best advice on all your insurance
and risk related inquiries.
Contact Steve Richards on either (03) 9276 0915 or 0425
800 301 or email stever@rsmgroup.com.au to see how
RSM can help you

Volvo Trucks has been a proud part of Australia’s road
transport industry since 1967 and has grown to become
one of the largest heavy-duty truck suppliers in our
country.
After 48 years of fantastic service and commitment to our
customers it is easy to see why Volvo Trucks is one of the
most prestigious truck manufacturers in the world.
CMV Truck & Bus has six dealerships located in Victoria,
selling new and used Volvo Trucks and Volvo Buses. We
also have CMV Finance, CMV Contracts, service, repair,
warranty, parts and VicRoads services for new and used
trucks and buses.
CMV has more than 80 years’ experience in automotive,
commercial and agricultural industries.

Contact Charles Bunker-Smith 03 9931 6000 or
cbunkersmith@cmv.com.au
www.cmvtb.com.au
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Established in Sydney in 2002, 1-Stop is
a world leader in developing innovative
solutions for the global port community.
We work closely with industry operators
to understand both shared and specific
challenges.
Our suite of tailored and integrated products
has been developed to help streamline
operations, enhance efficiency and optimise
productivity throughout the supply chain.
Our customers include shipping lines, port
and terminal operators, freight forwarders,
customs brokers, 3PLs, trucking companies,
rail operators, importers and exporters.
We are committed to continually improving
productivity throughout the diverse Port
Community.
For more information please visit
www.1-Stop.com.
Contact Alicia Mingare on +61 419 840 805
For reference: https://www.1-stop.
biz/?utm_source=vta

We’re proud to be a vital part of
the transport supply chain and the
economic development of Australia.
We are unashamed champions of rail
as a cost efficient, reliable, safe and
responsible mode of transport.
Across five states we manage and
maintain an 8,500km rail network.
We’ve invested billions of dollars to
build, extend and upgrade our network
to get freight off the road and onto
rail. We work with rail operators to
provide access to rail for businesses and
producers across Australia. If you need
to move large volumes of freight, we
can help you do it, from fresh produce
to coal and timber to aggregates. We
manage the seamless, safe transit of
hundreds of freight and passenger trains
across our network every day. We are
committed to the health and safety of
our people, the environment and the
communities.
Contact Glen Richmond, Manager
Marketing and Business Development
– Interstate Network on 0439 772 899.
www.artc.com.au
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3M has been providing innovative safety
solutions to the commercial vehicle
industry worldwide for more than 100
years. The 3M Traffic Safety Systems
Division focuses specifically on keeping
people safer by improving visibility of
signs, hazards, vehicles and people – on
the road, in the workplace and the general
community. 3M’s range of Diamond Grade
and High Visibility Reflective Tapes are
used worldwide to deliver outstanding,
continuous, improved safety and visibility
of commercial vehicles and trailers, in all
conditions, even when they are not in use.
Contact Justin O’Donnell at
jmodonnell@mmm.com
or 0457 569 241

Where you decide to get your licence
matters – that decision will affect
your safety, your abilities, and future
employment opportunities. Make the right
decision. Make the Armstrongs decision.
Armstrongs has developed and delivered
training and assessment for the Transport
and Logistics industry for more than 50
years. Armstrongs is a Registered Training
Office (RTO) and a VicRoads accredited
heavy vehicle and motorcycle training
and assessment centre working under the
Australian Quality Training Framework
(AQTF). Armstrongs is also WorkSafe
accredited to deliver forklift licence training
and testing.
Contact Craig Nicholson
craig@armdrive.com.au
0439 888 464
www.armstrongsdrivereducation.com.au

The VTA thanks the continued support of our members, sponsors and supporters that enables us to
continue to work on behalf of our members. The VTA encourages the use of these companies and their
services wherever possible and remember to mention you’re a VTA member.

Cummings Flavel McCormack chartered
accountants deliver the highest quality in
specialist taxation, accounting and audit
services to owner-operated businesses. We
provide the expertise that you would expect
to receive from a large firm at a significanty
lower price. You will be provided with
commercially oriented business advice
that solves your business issues, increases
profits, and helps you achieve your financial
and personal goals.
With more than 15 years’ association with
the VTA and its members, we have extensive
experience in this industry assisting
numerous transport and logistic clients with
value-adding specialist knowledge.
We offer a free one-hour consultation so
you can see if we can help your business
meet its objectives.
To find out more about our services
to the transport industry, the VTA and
VWMA, please contact Greg Hudswell
direct on 03 9252 0800.
Website: www.mtatravel.com.au/bcarr

We have been in the business of
manufacturing trailers since 1974.
Barker Trailers leads the industry with
its innovative approach to design and
manufacturing techniques, continual
product improvement and focus on safety
and efficiency for road users, operators
and employees.
The benefits of owning a Barker Trailer
are many. From the specification stage
through to sales; after-sales support and
beyond, you will be proud of the quality
and finish of your trailer.
Barker Trailers is in the fortunate position
of building equipment for clients based
on their specific requirements – these
requirements are the basis on which the
trailer specification is written. Additionally,
we operate an “open door” policy whereby
the client can visit the plant at any time
and see the trailer in fabrication and make
suggestions before it is completed.
Contact Rod Cunningham on
0447 276 167
Email:
rod.cunningham@barkertrailers.com.au

BM Tronics is a Telstra Specialist Partner
and the only Platinum Dealer forTeletrac
Navman in Victoria. For more than 25 Years,
BM Tronics has been helping businesses
optimise their operations with the
development of innovative communications
and fleet management solutions.
Contact 1300 437 348
www.bmtronics.com.au

Whether it’s business, home or motor
insurance, Fitzpatrick & Company provides
professional advice and assistance to make
sure you are properly protected.
We know the insurance market and have
the expertise and ability to negotiate
competitive premiums and broad policy
terms and conditions on your behalf.
We can often provide advice on how to
make the most of your insurance budget
and will explain your policy and any special
conditions that you may need to be aware of.
With our experience we will ensure that
your claims are negotiated and managed to
best advantage.
Please call Daniel Holmes, sales director,
on 03 8544 1672 with any enquiries.

Daimler Truck and Bus Australia markets
leading commercial vehicles including
Freightliner trucks, Fuso trucks and buses
and Mercedes-Benz trucks and buses,
along with Alliance Truck Parts. It is the
only manufacturer that can offer American,
European and Japanese trucks from a single
dealership, with a range that includes
everything from city-friendly car-licence
trucks to heavy duty road train prime
movers.
Daimler is one of the world’s most successful
companies and is the single largest
producer of commercial vehicles with a
global reach. Company founders, Gottlieb
Daimler and Carl Benz, made history with
the invention of the automobile in 1886 and
produced the world’s first truck in 1896.
Contact: Gary Wheatley. Head of
Strategic Customer Sales
41 Lexia Place, Mulgrave, Victoria, 3170
E : gary.wheatley@daimler.com
P : +61 418 550 027

DP World Australia is the leading container
terminal stevedore in the country. The
company has a dedicated and professional
team of more than 2000 people who
operate marine ports in Melbourne,
Sydney, Brisbane and Fremantle. The
company has a customer-centric approach
which drives it to constantly invest in
terminal infrastructure, facilities and
people to provide superior quality services
to its valued customers.
DP World Australia is part of the DP World
global network, which ranks as one of the
largest container stevedoring businesses
globally with 28,000 people serving its
customers around the world. It has a
portfolio of more than 65 marine terminals
across six continents, with a pipeline of
developments and expansion underway
in Australia, India, Africa, Europe, South
America and the Middle East, taking its
capacity to more than 100 million TEU by
2020.
Contact 02 9270 8800
Email: sro.reception@dpworld.com.au

Fleet Effect offers the leading paperless
Chain of Responsibility (CoR) solution
including NHVAS fatigue, maintenance and
mass management.
The technology also addresses operational
and compliance productivity through
streamlining business processes.
With approximately 100,000 pieces of
paper managed for every 100 drivers the
cost of shuffling, auditing and filing paper
requires at least three FTE staff per annum.
There is little wonder that technology
appears the most obvious response.
Fleet Effect provides a mobile and
cloud-based system that is available on
PCs, tablets or any smartphone to maximise
the reliability and reduce the total cost
of ownership of our Argus-Hermes
compliance and productivity solution.
Their cloud solution is delivered through
one of Australia’s most reliable providers,
Telstra, from its state-of-the-art facility in
Melbourne, Australia.

The Fleetmark Group provides innovative
branding solutions incorporating the
latest technologies in wide format digital
print, PVC fabrication, traditional painting
and sign writing, installation and service
capabilities nationwide through our three
Australian facilities (Victoria, New South
Wales and Queensland).
With more than 20 years’ experience
serving the Australian market, we have the
expertise needed to successfully deliver
large rebranding projects. Whether it
be working with our customers’ existing
style guides or creating new style guides
through our experienced design team,
Fleetmark will provide effective project
management and brand consistency
nationwide. Our success is driven by the
mutual respect of our employees and our
customers.
Fleetmark works closely with its key
suppliers to ensure we keep abreast of the
latest technologies and deliver innovation
and performance to our chosen markets.

Contact John Tsoucalas at
john.tsoucalas@fleeteffect.com.au
0419 588 095

Contact 03 8792 0000
www.fleetmark.com.au
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Gallagher Bassett (GB) is the leading
Workers Compensation Agent in Victoria
boasting expertise and experience.
GB focuses on providing exceptional
quality claims management service and
customer service delivery. It measures its
success by its clients’ success:
fewer claims, lower claim costs, more
efficient claims administration and
improved customer experience.
It has experienced staff for the
management and administration of
VTA members’ workers compensation
as GB has a number of large logistics
companies.
We are the only agent authorised in
Victoria, New South Wales and South
Australia.

Gallagher is one of Australia’s – and
the world’s – largest insurance broking
and risk management companies
with significant expertise in providing
insurance solutions to the transport
industry.
Whether you operate a large fleet,
transport dangerous goods, or are
an owner driver looking to grow, our
relationships with leading national and
international insurers mean we are able
to position you to financially survive any
insurable event.
To find out more about how Gallagher
can help your business, please contact
Gallagher’s Brendon Kropp on
0408 550 542 or email him directly

Contact Barry Oliver, BDM, on
0407 515 893
Email: barry_oliver@gbtpa.com.au

For more than 20 years, GraysOnline has
been providing specialist services to the
Australian transport industry. As part of
Grays e-Commerce Group, Australia’s largest
listed eCommerce company, we have offices
around Australia and a team of industry
experts, qualified valuers and auctioneers
who provide expertise in valuing transport
and related assets and managing total
project solutions for the realisation of
trucks, trailers and related equipment.
Over the years, we have acted for many of
Australia’s major transport corporations, as
well as a wide range of private operators,
contractors, lease hire companies, leading
insolvency practitioners and financiers.
We offer a wide range of disposal options
including private treaty negotiations,
tenders, online auctions via www.
graysonline.com or traditional on-site
auctions.
Contact Gillian Harvey
Gillian.Harvey@grays.com.au
0437 744 227
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Goodyear & Dunlop Tyres Australia New
Zealand is entirely owned by the Goodyear
Tire and Rubber Company, one of the
world’s leading tyre companies employing
approximately 69,000 associates and
manufacturing its products in 51
Goodyear & Dunlop Tyres Australia
New Zealand employs approximately
1,400 associates with its corporate Head
Office based in Melbourne, Victoria. The
company has grown into one of Australia’s
leading tyre marketers, wholesalers and
retailers.
As well as owning world leading tyre
brands Goodyear and Dunlop, since 2006
Goodyear & Dunlop Tyres completely owns
and operates the well-known Australian
tyre retailer Beaurepaires, which has a
national store network of approximately
250 stores.

The VTA thanks the continued support of our members, sponsors and supporters that enables us to
continue to work on behalf of our members. The VTA encourages the use of these companies and
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Logical Staffing Solutions is a specialist
provider of Labour Hire Services,
providing casual on-hire labour and
permanent recruitment in: Transport,
Professional Transport Drivers, Logistics,
Distribution/ Warehouse Light
Industrial, Manufacturing/ Production
Administration and Management and
Office Support/Management.
Contact Russell Hutchinson on
03 9369 1977
www.logicalstaffing.com.au

Contact Peter Stacker on 0458 393 896
or peter_stacker@goodyear.com.au

Backed by JOST Werke – our European
parent company – and supported by JOST
facilities in dozens of locations around
the world, JOST Australia is a leading
supplier in the transport industry, providing
a comprehensive range of advanced
technology transport components. With
access to international markets, JOST
Australia continually monitors the heavy
transport industry for new developments,
ensuring JOST remains at the forefront
of Australian transport technology. All of
JOST’s Australian operations are geared
to the needs of the local market, with a
comprehensive product range tailored
to suit local transport applications and
environmental conditions.
JOST Australia will continue to bring to
the Australian market a level and quality
of service unsurpassed by competitors. We
are continually searching for innovative
products from across the globe to continue
to offer the right solution, whatever the
application.

KHQ Lawyers was founded in March 2006
by two lawyers from top-tier and in-house
backgrounds who believed ‘boutique’
meant nimble, responsive and modern.
We still hold this belief dear today.
While relatively young in approach and
outlook, we have built a solid reputation as
a strong team of talented practitioners from
top-tier and in-house environments. We
are proud to be the boutique firm of choice
for a prestigious list of ASX-listed and
multinational clients across Australia. Our
diverse client base also includes high net
worth individuals, SMEs, and niche agencies
and consultancies.
Our teams are led by highly respected
practitioners, many of whom have been
recognised as among the best in their
fields. We focus on getting to know our
clients, and tailoring our delivery to their
needs.
KHQ’s passion and dedication to high
quality service delivery is at the core of
everything we do.

Contact Corey Povey
Corey.Povey@jostaustralia.com.au
0418 557 865

Contact Chris Gianatti
cgianatti@khq.com.au

Stocking some of the Australia and New
Zealand’s biggest names in transport
equipment – Freighter, Maxi-CUBE, Lusty
EMS, Hamelex White, AZMEB and Peki –
MaxiTRANS is your first stop when you’re
in the market for a trailer.
Whether you’re after a tautliner, semi, skel,
refrigerated van, dry freight van, tipper,
rigid body… you name it, MaxiTRANS can
assist. The extensive MaxiTRANS Dealer
Network, complemented by 19 MaxiPARTS
retail stores, means parts and service
support is never far away.
Whether you’re after a new, used or
rental trailer, call MaxiTRANS. We are
the company with the knowledge and
understanding to help you make the right
choice.
Contact Rick Challons
rick.challons@maxitrans.com.au
03 8368 1100

HLB Mann Judd Melbourne is a business
that has fast become a destination of choice
for many clients, staff and senior personnel
within the accounting and financial services
sectors.
We are a business that focuses on identifying
opportunities for our clients with a view to
creating great value and wealth creation. The
partners have a broad range of expertise,
such as accountants, financial planners and
business advisers, that enables them to assist
their clients from the beginning of their
business journey through to retirement.
We have specialists in a number of industries
as well as expertise and experience in
assisting clients in commencement,
management, strategic planning, enjoyment
and ultimately succession of their businesses.
We take a team approach towards our clients
to ensure that each of them has access to the
broad wealth of expertise and experience
amongst the partner team.

Over its 25-year history, Matthews Steer
has developed a strong passion for the
transport and logistics industry, providing
tax and business services to numerous
players of various sizes within the industry.
With our regular proactive advisory
process involving in-depth business and
personal financial analysis, risk mitigation
and strategic advisory, our focus is to
get business owners to achieve peace
of mind, confidence to grow, obtain
banker confidence and ultimately convert
business efforts into personal wealth.
With a team of 50, Matthews Steer has
developed an all-encompassing service
offering to allow business owners to
achieve both business and personal
wealth goals.
Our long-term association with the VTA
has positioned us to strengthen networks
and education relevant to the industry and
continually add value to our clients.

Contact Chris Simpson
csimpson@hlbvic.com.au
03 9606 3888

Please contact Adrian Misiano on
03 9325 6300 for a free no obligation
two-hour consultation (valued at $840)
to add resilience to your business

MOVE provides dedicated banking
services to the rail, transport, and logistics
industries. We work with businesses
throughout Australia to provide their
employees with access to a tailored
financial wellbeing program.
Our programs deliver value for both your
business and your workforce by providing:
• Financial education – including on-site
seminars and self-paced online learning
modules
• Award-winning banking products
• Smart, flexible banking options including
workplace banking and mobile lending
Talk to us about how we can help you build
an engaged, financially fit workforce.

Neptune Managed Services is a
professional ICT services company
delivering comprehensive outsourced IT
& communications solutions.
We provide specialised advice and
consulting, project management and
outsourced professional services,
a National Service Desk, a National
Response Centre, security infrastructure,
audit compliance, validation services,
and cloud and data centre solutions. We
have grown significantly to meet the
ever-increasing demand for IT support
and, in particular, rapid response and
remediation. Neptune’s flexible offerings
are uniquely tailored to each customer
and are supported by our experienced
and accredited system and network
engineers at our National Service Desk.

Contact Stephane Feuillye on
0436 651 372
Email: sfeuillye@mymove.com.au
www.mymove.com.au

Contact Domenic Lucarelli,
dlucarelli@tridenthealth.com.au
www.neptuneservices.com.au
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Prime Creative Media is Australia’s
largest business-to-business publisher,
specialising in integrated marketing
communications in high-growth
industries.
Our magazines, websites and events
help connect, inform and grow the
commercial road transportation, mining
and manufacturing, food & beverage, and
education sectors.
Prime Creative Media provides industry
best, multi-channel communication
platforms. We help our clients
communicate and connect with decision
makers in key industries. Our mediums
provide advanced market knowledge and
intelligence; acting as trusted advisors to
the sectors we serve.
Contact 03 9690 8766
www.primecreativemedia.com.au

Seeing Machines is an industry leader in
computer vision based technologies which
enable machines to see, understand and
assist people. With more than 17 years of
deep domain experience, Seeing Machines
deploys its proprietary computer vision
platform to deliver precision tracking and
analysis of heads, faces and eyes. A primary
application today is Driver Monitoring
Systems (DMS) to detect and manage
drowsiness, distraction and other cognitive
states which is key to the safe adoption
of Automotive ADAS and Autonomous
Driving as well pioneering Guardian, a
real-time driver fatigue and distraction
accident prevention solution.
Guardian is scientifically proven to reduce
driver fatigue events by upwards of 90%,
and combines in-cab intervention with 24/7
support and analytics services, providing
a complete safety solution for commercial
vehicles. Today, Guardian has intervened
in more than 30,000 fatigue or distraction
events, and is used by leading transport
and logistics companies across the globe.

sgfleet is an ASX listed company and
industry leader in fleet management
and asset leasing with more than 30
years’ experience. Our business provides
clients with expertise and experience in
managing fleet assets to achieve cost
effective whole of life and risk mitigation
solutions.
With management responsibility for
over 145,000 units comprising cars, light
and heavy commercial vehicles, trailers,
buses and transport ancillaries, sgfleet is
a trusted partner to large corporations,
private companies, government and small
business.
Sgfleet product support is covered
through a network of more than 6500
accredited service dealers.
Contact Cameron McClure on
03 8480 1300
Email: cmcclure@sgfleet.com
www.sgfleet.com

Alexander Robinson, alexander.
robinson@seeingmachines.com
www.seeingmachines.com

TCA is the Australian government
body responsible for providing advice,
accreditation and administration services
for public purpose initiatives involving the
use of telematics and related intelligent
technologies. We are a ‘cross-cutting’
organisation which works across different
policy streams, surface transport modes,
and government and industry sectors. We
perform a critical role in supporting the
appropriate adoption of telematics and
related intelligent technologies – from
a whole-of-government perspective –
limiting the potential for governments and
policy makers from pursuing initiatives
which can: delay progress; create
duplication; multiply costs; contribute to
a fragmented approach to telematics and
related intelligent technologies.
We are governed by a Board of Directors,
consisting of senior representatives
from road and transport agencies of
the Commonwealth, State and Territory
Governments, and an independent
Chairperson.
Contact 03 8601 4600
Email tca@tca.gov.au, www.tca.gov.au
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The Drug Detection Agency (TDDA) started
in 2005, and was conceived in order to
supply a specialised service to companies
that were conducting workplace drug and
alcohol testing or looking at doing so within
their own organisation.
We are the only New Zealand and Australian
drug testing provider to have received
accreditation from both IANZ and NATA
respectively for both AS/NZS 4308:2008
(NZ, Aus) and AS 4760-2006 (Aus) drug
testing Standards. TDDA now comprises
40 branches throughout Australia and
New Zealand with specialist on-site
testing vehicles and qualified collecting
and screening staff providing a truly
international service.
Our team is extremely knowledgeable
about the illicit drug industry and its
negative effects. With more than10 years
of operation TDDA has forged an excellent
reputation with our clients through our
world-class services.
Visit www.tdda.com, phone Anthony
Lowe on 0439 064 332 or
1300 4 DETECTION, or email Anthony.
Lowe@tdda.com

Thorn Business Finance provides
commercial finance solutions across
Australia, providing flexible access to cash
and capital that drives business growth.
We provide equipment finance for new
and used business assets, from trucks and
trailers, to yellow goods and tools. Flexible
and fast, we know what your equipment
means to your business.
Our debtor finance products can
dramatically boost business cash flow
and free up capital for reinvestment and
expansion. Unlock the funds tied up in
your debtors ledger, and effectively turn all
of your customers into ‘cash’ customers.
Whether you’re a sole trader with a single
truck or a national company with a large
fleet, talk to us today about how we can
help you.
Contact Chris McCall
chris.mccall@thorn.com.au
0466 793 283
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TMW Systems is a leading provider
of enterprise software primarily to
transportation and logistics operations.
It has operated within the Trimble Global
Transportation & Logistics Division
since 2012.
TMW has established itself as a trusted
software partner and a leading software
and services provider to the transportation
services industry.
Its TMS platforms automate the workflow
and processes of every aspect of a
transportation business — from order to
cash, including myriad transportationspecific requirements, data and service
integration points and business processes.
TMW solutions are domain-specific;
designed, developed and maintained
exclusively to meet the needs of
transportation and logistics operations or a
range of fleet activities.
TMW is part of a large and growing
worldwide market for transportation
technology.

At TomTom Telematics we help our
customers to get closer to their drivers.
Everything that we do is driven by this
single, simple principle – because when
you are closer to your drivers, everyone can
make smarter decisions.
This belief, combined with our continuous
innovation, our drive to put the customer
first in everything we do, and our relentless
focus on quality and reliability has made
us the market leader in Europe and one
of the world’s leading players in fleet
management.
TomTom Telematics is a business unit of
TomTom dedicated to fleet management,
vehicle telematics and connected car
services. WEBFLEET is a Software-as-aService solution, used by small to large
businesses to improve vehicle performance,
save fuel, support drivers and increase
overall fleet efficiency. In addition, TomTom
Telematics provides services for the
insurance, rental and leasing industries,
car importers and companies that address
businesses as well as consumers.

Contact Mike Maddocks on 0438 957 477
or at mmaddocks@tmwsystems.com

Call 02 8023 8554 or visit www.
telematics.tomtom.com/en_au/webfleet/

Established in 1974 by Mick Vawdrey,
Vawdrey began building truck bodies for
smaller companies and owner drivers. In
1975, Russell Baker joined Mick and the two
formed a strong partnership that lasted
until Russell’s retirement in late 2006.
The 1980s saw Vawdrey grow from strength
to strength, becoming a supplier to
multinational companies. Vawdrey used
the fallout of the 1990s ‘credit crunch’ as an
opportunity to employ smart management
techniques that would prove crucial to the
company’s long term success.
Vawdrey’s founding pillars were built on
quality, innovation and dedication, qualities
that continue to drive the company until
today. By 2001, Vawdrey moved into its
current premises in Dandenong South,
Victoria. As Australia’s largest independent
trailer builder, Vawdrey aims to consistently
improve the standard of design and quality
within the country’s trailer building industry.

Victoria International Container Terminal
(VICT) is Australia’s first fully automated
container terminal, located at Webb Dock
East in the Port of Melbourne.
VICT is determined to set the global
benchmark for automated container
terminals and to provide the safest, most
efficient, sustainable and reliable gateway
for containerised goods to Australian
consumers, and from Australian producers,
to the rest of the world.
Engineered for the future, VICT has
achieved the highest possible rating
category of “Leading” from the
Infrastructure Sustainability Council of
Australia (ISCA) for a sustainable design
and build. As a subsidiary of International
Container Terminal Services Incorporated
(ICTSI), VICT is the product of over 30 years’
experience at the forefront of global port
management.

Contact Justin Simmonds
Justin.Simmonds@vawdrey.com.au
0488 424 444

uTenant is a cutting-edge property
matching platform that helps people who
have space and people who need space to
connect directly, transforming the way to
lease industrial property.
uTenant is the smart and easy way for
landlords and tenants to lease property
within Australia. The first of its kind to
provide confidentiality and transparency,
along with time and cost efficiencies.
In a world where everyone is time poor
and aiming to save money, this online
technology facilitates ideal industrial
property matches whilst providing other
benefits along the way.
Check out utenant.com.au for more
information and details on exclusive
partner offers.
Contact Matt Sampson
matt@utenant.com.au
0409 351 814

Worrells is a firm dedicated to solvency
management, insolvency administration
and forensic investigation. Our proprietary
technology is unrivalled in our profession.
With our twice daily online updates, we
provide relevant and comprehensive
information in real time on current files.
We also provide a wealth of general
information and current news impacting
on insolvency and fraud issues.
Contact Ivan Glavas
Ivan.Glavas@worrells.net.au
03 9613 5517

For more information please contact:
Email Frances Simpson at
fsimpson@vict.com.au or call on
03 8547 9730
www.vict.com.au
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MT ISA
TOM PRICE
ALICE SPRINGS

NUDGEE
ROCKLEA
JIMBOOMBA
BOGGABILLA
GLASSHOUSE MTN
YATALA
HALFWAY CREEK

UPPER SWAN
KEWDALE

CEDUNA

CANNING VALE

MANSFIELD PARK
TAILEM BEND

More sites.
Same price.

HEXAM
KOORAGANG ISLAND
EASTERN CREEK

PORT AUGUSTA

SUTTON FOREST WEST
SUTTON FOREST EAST
WYALONG
WETHERILL PARK

EUROA
WARRENHEIP GUNDAGAI
ALBURY NORTH
CAMPBELLFIELD BUNKER HILL
KEILOR EAST KEILOR PARK
LAVERTON NORTH
DANDENONG
WESTGATE

AdBlue at the pump is
still just
everyday.
®

For added convenience while on the road, you can refuel your diesel and
AdBlue® tanks at the same location. For up to date information on where
you can purchase AdBlue® at the pump, visit www.shell.com.au/adblue

Available on Shell Card
Customer Service Centre 13 16 18

AdBlue® is a registered trademark of Verband der Automobilindustrie e.V. (VDA).

